During the Transition

Wave-By-Wave Migration

Transitional Organization Program Goals
- Migrate 75% of apps to the cloud
- Build overall capabilities

Tech Support Team
- AWS Consultants
- VMWare Consultants
- Cloud Architects (new hires)

Engagement Team
- 3 Engagement Specialists (permanent roles, open to existing Infrastructure or ATS staff)

Implementation Team
- Team Lead
- 5 Scrum Masters (transitional roles, open to existing Infrastructure or ATS staff)

Next Steps
- Complete assigned migrations
- Demonstrate appropriate depth and breadth of knowledge
- HR and finance approvals
- Provide mentorship to upcoming wave

After the Transition: Assignment to a Core Team
- DevOps
- Enterprise Architecture
- Cloud Ops
- Cloud Strategy

Ongoing Duties: Placement in a Service Team or Pool
- Dedicated Service Teams (permanent placement)
- Service Pool Teams (rotating assignments)